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Abstract

This paper takes a look at the development of freight transport and its further perspectives in the light of environmental sustainability. It clearly challenges the traditional view that further growth in freight transport is indispensable whatever stage of economic development an individual economy has achieved. Moreover it suggests measures to be taken into consideration in sectors other than the transport sector which may help to break the trend of continuing freight transport growth. Current developments of freight transport volume and modal split are rather counterproductive as regards curbing the unwanted environmental impacts. As growth in volume is a major contributing factor for most adverse effects caused, a substantial decoupling of economic growth and freight transport would be extremely helpful. While freight transport activity is almost entirely derived demand there can be no sufficient solution for the resulting environmental problems within the sector itself. Therefore, it is necessary to examine potentials for reducing demand for freight transport in all sectors of the economy. Contrasting to the widely held view that freight transport is in general an inevitable prerequisite of economic development, there are potentials for reducing the freight intensity of the economy which could be far more exploited. Such potentials are increasing the share of regional production, slowing down the metabolism of materials in the economy, and substituting transfer of information for transport of physical products. While each of these potentials on its own may appear to offer limited effects, a proper combination might yield substantial results. The presented preliminary ideas suggest that the notion of everlasting freight transport growth is misleading and hint at the necessity for further research.
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„Whether for freight or for personal mobility, demand for traffic, as for energy or water or weapons, is not fate but choice.“
Amory B. Lovins (1995)

1 Introduction

The seemingly unlimited growth of transport that is taking place in many industrialised and highly motorised countries is not in tune with the objective to achieve an environmentally sustainable economy. These countries cannot serve as examples for the so-called least or less developed countries if the natural environment is not to be sacrificed for a misleading kind of mobility. In the past the transport sector has played the role of an exceptional case with respect to many adverse impacts on the environment. Achievements which have been made in other sectors were by large counterbalanced by the ever growing contributions from the transport sector. Thus, the part played by transportation in causing many environmental problems has grown considerably.

Freight transport imposes a variety of significant burdens on society and the environment. There is no doubt that a further increase of freight transport activity will induce additional environmental pressures that nobody wants. Improvements within the freight transport sector like increasing vehicle energy efficiency, upgrading of emission tail pipe technology, and increasing capacity utilisation as well as shifting transport demand to more environmentally sound modes, will be necessary but not sufficient to tackle the problems that will arise from a continuation of growth in freight transport activity.

In order to pave the way to sustainability a shift from the old paradigm of continuing transport growth as a so-believed prerequisite of economic and societal development to managing transport demand is required. There are fundamental barriers in terms of economic structure and people's attitudes that need to be overcome to accomplish such a change. Therefore, it is necessary to demonstrate that economic restructuring in the direction of a substantially reduced transport intensity is not only imaginable but socially preferable and may even yield economic advantages.
The idea to reverse the trend of growing freight transport activity is rather controversial in a world that only experienced growth during the preceding decades and that will be further shaped by increasing economic globalisation during the decades to come. There is a widespread belief that freight transport is a necessary prerequisite of economic development and that, consequently, the adverse impacts of freight transport are the price we have to pay for its benefits. This belief is strongly suggestive of the state of discussion we had about fifteen years ago as regards energy consumption and economic development.

At that time it was argued that further growth in energy consumption would be indispensable for economic development (Häfele et al., 1981). Until now it has been practically demonstrated that decoupling of economic growth and energy consumption is possible. This happened even though energy use in the transport sector grew significantly. The underlying assumption of this paper is that there are decisive analogies between both the derived demands energy and transport which suggest that a decoupling of freight transport and economic growth is possible in a way similar to that demonstrated for energy consumption (Peake, 1994).

Some previous work defines decoupling of traffic growth and economic development as reducing the overall costs, including those associated with the adverse environmental effects of a given volume of transport activity (p-km, t-km), by taking measures which make transport more efficient mainly in terms of reducing the required vehicle-kilometres (Baum, 1995). In the light of persistent growth in freight transport activity, such an approach is necessary but not sufficient to achieve major improvements in the environmental balance of the transport sector. In contrast, decoupling of freight and economic development is defined in this paper as reducing freight transport activity per unit of gross domestic product in a way that leads to a diminished growth in freight or even a reduction of overall freight transport activity measured in tonne-kilometres. While the former definition is based on the notion that curbing freight transport activity in t-km can only be achieved at the expense of reduced economic efficiency, the latter definition assumes that economic efficiency can be achieved to the same extent or can even be increased through economising on freight.

Following this introduction, section 2 gives a brief overview of current trends in freight transport taking Germany as an example, while section 3 sheds light on the significance of growth in freight in the determination of the transport sector's increasing share in causing environmental problems. Section 4 briefly discusses the part that freight plays in the economic process and argues that its economic significance may vary according to the stage of development an individual economy has achieved. In order to underscore this, section 5 gives some examples where freight transport currently occurs but appears to be inessential from a macroeconomic perspective. Section 6 enumerates the main potentials for economising on freight and section 7 draws some preliminary conclusions.
2 Trends in Freight Transport

During the decades following World War II freight transport was more or less on a similar growth path as GDP in real terms in most industrialised countries even though modal shares vary substantially between countries (Schipper et al., 1997). Owing to the similarities between the various countries regarding the freight intensity, the brief analysis of freight transport development and its environmental consequences in this section is mainly based on German data.

It needs to be noted that German data on freight transport activity are slightly distorted (starting with the 1991 figures) owing to the reunification of the formerly separated parts of the country, but provide some understanding of the potential results of the broader process of economic integration between western and eastern Europe. Further data and analyses which are useful for international comparisons are available elsewhere (ECMT, 1997a, 1997b, Schipper et al., 1997).

Air cargo and freight transport by maritime shipping are disregarded. Air cargo, although rapidly growing and being a problem in its own right owing to excess radiative forcing caused by aviation, still makes up only a minor share in freight. As such hauls must not necessarily touch domestic ports and airports, the usability of available data is substantially reduced. Moreover, contrasting to personal travel which may easily be allocated to countries according to the nationalities of people travelling, international freight is difficult to allocate.

![Figure 1. Growth of freight transport activity in Germany *](image)

In the case of Germany inland freight transport to a certain extent comprises international freight not related to inland activities, while at the same time some portion of freight related to such activities is taking place abroad. In this paper it is assumed for reasons of simplicity that related transport activity abroad approximately equals that of such hauls which only travel through the German territory in transit. Thus the following considerations are restricted to freight transport within the German borders excluding air cargo.

Figure 1 reveals that inland freight transport activity in Germany as defined above in tonne-kilometres has roughly reached six times the amount of 1950 in 1995. Growth in freight has largely been a steady development except for fluctuations resulting from the business cycle and a rapid increase to a higher level following reunification. The share of road freight and notably long distance road freight, which is an important determinant for freight energy use, has grown considerably. However, modal share in freight is not the focus of this paper.

**Figure 2. Economic trends in freight transport (indices 1960 = 100) **

* Cost of living index estimated for 1960 and 1961. All other indices are based on nominal monetary figures. Average price for Diesel at the filling station including VAT and mineral oil tax. The statistical figures of the proceeds per t-km of long distance road freight, rail freight and inland navigation are used as proxies for the costs of these modes of freight transport. Source: Various sources; own calculations.
One important reason for the continuing growth in freight transport activity is that its real cost has shrunk during the last decades. Figure 2 shows that the average cost of living has increased at a higher rate than that for Diesel fuel at the filling station, or the proceeds of different modes in freight which serve here as proxies for unavailable cost figures. The proceeds of inland navigation started from a very low level so that the increase is not very high in absolute terms. The increase in the proceeds from road freight was more profound than for rail because road freight offered more and more services which are complementary to freight forwarding. During recent years the proceeds from all modes have come under pressure owing to the gradual liberalisation of freight transport markets in the European Union. This cost development works as an incentive for deploying freight transport to an increasing extent and is not in tune with the growing significance of freight in terms of externalities caused.

According to Figure 3 transport intensity of GDP in real terms and for all inland freight transport dropped slightly in Germany between 1960 and 1990. While GDP in real terms grew by 152% during that period of time, growth of inland freight lagged behind at 111%. Thus, freight transport increased at a slightly lower rate than GDP in real terms, a development that is fairly in tune with what has been observed for the U.S. between 1970 and 1991 (Lakshmanan, Han, 1997) and various other industrialised countries (Schipper et al., 1997). After the German reunification with the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1989 transport intensity of GDP rapidly reached roughly the 1960 level again. This can partly be explained by the reunification itself even though similar increases in freight transport activity and in GDP might have been expected which would not have influenced transport intensity.

In contrast, activity in the construction sector rose significantly, be it for the demolition of obsolete industrial plants or for new industrial plants, housing and infrastructure. Moreover, consumers in the former GDR largely shifted demand to products being produced with overabundant production capacities in the western part of Germany, which to a certain extent contributed to the decline in production in the eastern part. Simultaneous to economic integration within Germany economic integration on a larger geographic scale started in Europe, partly resulting in more freight transport related to economic activity in Germany or in transit through the German territory.

The fact that GDP forms part of a transport intensity indicator may be criticised owing to the severe shortcomings of GDP as an indicator for welfare. However, GDP in real terms is used here as a measure for economic activity which should not be confused with welfare and, moreover, offers the advantage of broad availability. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that using an indicator for transport intensity based on net economic welfare instead of GDP would result in an increase in transport intensity due to the substantial externalities arising from economic activity in general and notably those caused by freight. As externalities have increasingly caused net
welfare to fall short of GDP during the past decades, it is obvious that transport intensity based on net welfare must have increased. Therefore, proper interpretations of both types of indicators for Germany are as follows: While transport intensity in terms of economic activity has decreased slightly until the German reunification, it has increased in terms of net welfare.

Disregarding the extraordinary development following reunification, the long-term trend for Germany has been that freight transport activity grew at a smaller growth rate than GDP in real terms. However, there has been steady and substantial linear growth in freight. These trends demonstrate that up to now a decoupling of economic activity and freight transport cannot be observed. In contrast decoupling of freight transport and economic activity would mean that increases in the latter do not result in increases in the former. Ideally, the decoupling should be such as to allow economic activity to grow and the amount of freight transport to decline.

A development that is in tune with decoupling might have been expected for Germany owing to the structural change of the economy towards smaller contributions of the primary sector (agriculture, production and processing of raw materials) and the secondary sector (industrial products), and larger contributions of the tertiary sector (services) to overall GDP assuming that freight transport intensity is significantly lower for services.

**Figure 3. Freight transport intensity of GDP in Germany *  

The outcome of related research is that there has been a slight decrease of transport intensity resulting from changes in the sectoral composition of the economy. The elasticity of transport intensity as related to the share of the tertiary sector has been calculated to amount to - 0.3. This means that an increase of the share in the tertiary sector by 1% results in a decrease in transport intensity by 0.3%. However, this did not significantly influence transport intensity because other influencing factors dominated (Baum, 1995; WEC, 1995). A reason for this may be that transport intensity per unit of product rose for most industrial branches of the economy (see Figure 4 and Rommerskirchen, 1997).

Statistical trends provide evidence for the hypothesis that freight transport is on a growth path closely related to increasing GDP in real terms. However, results of statistical analyses of time-series cannot be taken as laws of nature, and relationships between macroeconomic aggregates can quite well change over time. Although there has been a strong statistical relationship between GDP and freight transport activity in the preceding decades, this is no proof that a continuation of this trend is to be expected or even that no other paths of development are conceivable and will be feasible if proper measures are taken.

**Figure 4. Changes in the transport intensities of different products**

* T-km per unit of product including rail freight, inland navigation, pipelines and long-distance road freight. All figures refer to the territory of the former FRG. Source: DIW (1996).
3 The Environmental Significance of Growing Freight

Freight transport contributes to global warming and various forms of air pollution which are environmental or health concerns, it is a major source of transport related noise, affects the quality of life in cities and increases the risk of citizens to suffer from accidents. Most of these adverse effects can only be mentioned here without going into the details. Although we will see substantial improvements in the future regarding pollutants like NO\textsubscript{X}, CO, VOC and particulate matter stemming from the operation of vehicles through upgraded emission tail pipe technologies, this will not help in tackling problems like emissions of CO\textsubscript{2}, resource use, noise, accidents, and land use for transport in conurbation.

Figure 5 reveals that the share of transport in overall man-made CO\textsubscript{2} emissions has steadily grown in Germany. It needs to be taken into account that the figures for transport completely exclude international transport that is related to Germany. This is particularly important in case of aviation which is rapidly growing. In 1996 the transport sector already accounted for a higher share of overall CO\textsubscript{2} emissions than the industrial sector. It needs to be noted that the decline of the transport sector's share in 1992 is due to the reunification and lower per capita transport energy use in the former GDR.

Figure 5. Changes in the shares of various sectors in man-made CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in Germany (shares in per cent) *

* CO\textsubscript{2} emissions resulting from energy use and industrial processes. Figures for transport exclude international aviation, coastal and maritime shipping. Since 1992 figures refer to the territory after the reunification. Source: DIW (1996) and personal communication with the Federal Environmental Agency (1996 figures).
In 1996 the share of freight transport (excluding the use of light duty vehicles which cannot easily be allocated to personal travel and freight) accounted to roughly 24% of the total CO₂ emissions of the transport sector in Germany. Its contribution to overall growth in transport-related CO₂ emissions is substantial owing to higher growth rates in freight than in personal travel during the nineties. Most transport forecasts also predict higher growth rates in freight than in personal travel. Moreover, the potential for reducing energy use per vehicle-kilometre through introducing technical measures for improved energy efficiency is smaller for vehicles used in freight than for passenger cars.

The mentioned negative side-effects of freight are more or less closely linked to transport activity, which has also been the dominating determinant of increasing energy use for freight in the past. Figure 6 is the result of a Laspeyres decomposition, indicating the relative changes in freight energy use in ten industrialised countries, and identifying the parts the three major influencing factors have played in the past (Schipper et al., 1997).

**Figure 6. Changes in freight energy use in selected industrialised countries and influencing factors (1973 to 1992)**

Source: Schipper et al. (1997)
The indexes for energy use show how overall freight energy use grew in relative terms for the countries and period considered. The figures for activity, structure and intensity reveal how overall energy use would have changed resulting from variations of each factor if the respective other factors had remained unchanged as compared to the base year. Activity refers to variations in transport activity in tonne-kilometres, structure to changes in the shares of transport modes used, and intensity to changes in energy efficiency related to technological features of used vehicles and operational factors.

The message is that with the exception of Sweden and France growth of freight transport activity has been the most important driving force for increased energy use for freight. Changing structure in terms of modal share mostly in favour of less energy efficient road freight has also contributed to higher freight energy use. Increases in energy efficiency of modes being used have not been overwhelming but in the case of Norway, the UK, Germany, Japan and the US have to a varying extent offset some effects of changes in activity and structure. The resulting changes in CO₂ emissions are comparable in magnitude for most of the considered countries but CO₂ emissions also vary according to the composition of energy carriers used for freight.

Even though the environmental consequences of freight transport are directly determined by kilometres travelled by vehicles deployed under certain operational conditions, freight transport activity is an important indirect determinant of negative environmental side-effects of freight. It can be expected that besides energy use and CO₂ emissions the environmental consequences of freight transport are by no means curbed by growing freight transport activity. Efforts being made in terms of upgraded vehicle technology, improved operation of transport modes and a (potential) shift of demand towards more environmentally sound modes can easily be counterbalanced by growth of freight (OECD, 1995). Notably for the attainment of reduction targets for CO₂ emissions it can be argued that delinking economic growth and freight transport activity will be necessary (Silvestrini, 1996). This underscores the significance of freight transport activity in tonne-kilometres for achieving future reductions of environmental problems related to freight transport.

4 The Role of Freight Transport in the Economic Process

Transport of freight is essentially a derived demand which means that it is not demanded in its own right but as a consequence of decisions basically related to production or consumption of goods or services (Cole, 1987). The same applies to transport infrastructure which in most cases forms part of public capital and complements private capital (vehicles) in producing transport services (Bell, Feitelson, 1991). As an intermediate service, freight transport activity is often felt to be a side-effect of a variety of causes which cannot easily be grasped. Conse-
quently, growth in freight transport is more or less considered as being society's fate and something that cannot be influenced beyond what is taken into account based on market prices and quality of service. Therefore, a fatalistic view on the further growth of freight dominates, and most efforts to improve the environmental performance of the freight transport sector concentrate on introducing less polluting technologies and changes in operational conditions, or on shifting demand towards more environmentally sound modes (Pastowski, 1996).

The necessity of transport may not be overestimated more than by saying that "restricted mobility is inevitably a brake on development, in every sense" (Hoyle, Knowles, 1994). In tune with such reasoning there is a widely-held belief that freight transport contributes to the performance of an economy in a unique manner that is not relevant in the case of other sectors. Most recently it has even been calculated for Germany that the contribution of passenger and freight transport to overall economic growth in the period 1950 - 1990 amounted to 48.8 per cent (Baum, 1997), which seems to be rather unlikely in an intensely interwoven economy in which the performance of all sectors is highly dependent on that of others. For instance, since most economic activity and most notably that of the transport sector in some form or another is dependent on the utilisation of energy, it might be claimed in a similar way that at least as large a portion of total GDP (including all activity of the transport sector) is entirely due to the performance of the energy sector. This clearly reveals that it doesn't make sense to allocate economic growth to single sectors unless it directly takes place there.

Even though it is clear that freight transport is necessary in principle, this does not serve to legitimate any volume of freight that may arise in a laissez-faire situation, i.e. in the absence of its negative external effects being internalised and moreover, contrasting to laissez-faire, with significant public funds being dedicated to subsidise transport infrastructure in general and most notably for road freight. Although most of the mentioned notions in favour of freight transport are not completely wrong, they will become rather flawed if used to discredit any considerations that aim at reducing demand for freight transport for environmental reasons in industrialised countries.

Taking a look at human history reveals that freight transport has been something extraordinary for most of the time. In the ancient hunter and gatherer society it was up to human beings to move from one place to another in order to provide for the things they needed for themselves or for their cattle. In ancient history, following the neolithic revolution with growing numbers of human beings living in settlements, freight transport was still rather exceptional owing to the difficulty and cost of long-distance traffic. Thus for most of the time in human history transport of goods simply did not exist or was limited to greatly needed but not easily accessible goods (e.g. salt, water) or selected luxury goods (e.g. spices, silk). In an economy that is largely
based on self-support and on material inputs being supplied from within the vicinity of settlements, freight transport is rather superfluous.

With the development of a more differentiated division of labour and the related increase in the scope of products being used for every-day life, as well as with human settlements spreading into areas not apt to provide for all the things necessary for production and consumption, society became more dependent on freight transport. Thus, if certain levels of division of labour as well as spatial distribution of population are to be maintained, a related quantity of freight transport will be indispensable. However, this does not serve for arguing that today's volume of freight transport activity or even any larger volume of freight which could be imagined for the future is reasonable from a macroeconomic point of view.

The intensification of the spatial division of labour—a process heavily speeded up by the industrial revolution and still going on under the headings outsourcing and globalisation—is an important determinant of freight transport activity. Figure 7 provides a simplified overview of how today's economic processes work and how far freight transport has become a necessary prerequisite of production and consumption. It needs to be noted that the indicated vertical differentiation of the process varies very much according to the complexity of the product considered and the kind of spatial organisation of its production. In reality the horizontal differentiation (number of suppliers) may be much more complex than indicated by the simplified flow model. Moreover, waste collection and sorting out is not restricted to the remains of consumption but accompanies the whole process.

The current development towards more recycling of waste can be expected to cause more freight transport activity than formerly deployed methods of waste treatment, like deposition or incineration in the vicinity of the places where the waste was generated. In the case of freight transport within countries this applies even taking into account that transport for recycling purposes and that of secondary raw materials partly substitutes for hauls of primary raw materials. Taking a global view, it needs to be noted that freight transport activity may quite well be lower with increased recycling instead of, for example, importing bulky primary raw materials from distant places for producing a particular product.

A more environmentally favourable economic structure regarding the material intensity and spatial organisation of production and consumption would be designed in such a way that the resulting overall tonne-kilometres necessary between all the different locations involved in the economic process to meet the needs for products and services for a given period of time would be at a minimum.
Figure 7. The role of freight transport in the economic process

From a market economy point of view freight transport will occur if the spatial availability of goods does not meet the demand. One reason for this may be that there are limitations in producing, e.g. agricultural goods or those goods which are directly dependent on agricultural production. In such cases prices for these goods will be lower in regions where they are abundant and higher in regions where they are scarce as compared to demand. Thus regional differentiation in the availability of goods works as an incentive to transport the goods from regions where they are abundant to those where they are scarce. Such transactions will be profitable as long as the costs involved, and notably the transport costs, do not exceed the spatial price differences (Pastowski et al., 1994). Apart from spatial price differentials, changes in consumption patterns may be an influencing factor too in the case of goods being used for end-use (e.g. Mexican beer in Germany).

Besides spatial availability of goods the spatial availability of immobile productive resources like land or infrastructure, and hence the prices which need to be paid for making use of them, are other important reasons for an intensified division of labour between regions. While the former price incentives and changes in consumption patterns directly influence freight transport activity, the latter price incentives tend to influence decisions on the location of industry and, by that, indirectly contribute to determining the volume of freight transport activity. Besides, there are numerous other reasons like economies of scale and economies of scope in the production
of specific goods which may give rise to additional freight, but these can only be mentioned here.

From a microeconomic perspective, freight transport will be considered as being reasonable if the price paid for it is below cost reductions which can be achieved by making use of it elsewhere. Another cause for deploying more freight transport may be that market entry that it allows for is considered as being of overriding importance for strategic reasons. Taking a macroeconomic point of view the question arises as to which extent freight transport can contribute to a more efficient allocation of resources. Taking into account the numerous negative external effects being caused by freight transport and their cost characteristics (e.g. damages arising from a rapid change in the climate system through steadily rising concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere), an unlimited growth can by no means contribute to higher economic efficiency.

Figure 8. Macroeconomic evaluation of freight transport

Source: Own considerations.
In an economy that does not completely rely on self-support and on materials being available in the vicinity, a certain volume of freight transport activity is essential. However, the volume can be smaller or larger depending on transport cost and the structure of the economy. In some least developed countries local or regional famine following crop failure occurs essentially because foodstuffs cannot be transported from neighbouring regions with better harvests. In such cases freight transport may be enormously beneficial even though the necessary purchasing power is not there. It can be expected that the benefits achieved per unit of freight transport activity are substantially higher in such cases than for marginal freight transport in economies which are already run with a much higher freight transport intensity.

Today's situation as well as foreseeable trends of freight transport development in most highly industrialised countries tend to exceed the volume of freight transport which may be considered as being environmentally sustainable by far. This assessment will be particularly applicable if the negative external effects of transport are taken into account. Contrasting to this a positive view of freight transport dominates the scientific and public debate based on overestimating its benefits and underestimating its negative side-effects (Enquete-Kommission, 1994).

Figure 8 demonstrates the way in which the volume of freight transport activity may influence economic efficiency and prosperity, depending on the stage of economic development an individual economy has reached and the volume of freight transport that is already used to run the economy. The above reasoning on the different effects which can be expected to result from marginal freight transport activity may indicate that the marginal benefits of freight transport are decreasing with the growing prosperity of an economy. While freight transport provides large benefits in a situation where it is a lacking, the benefits per volume of freight transport tend to decrease with growing freight transport intensity.

In contrast, the full costs per unit of freight transport activity can be assumed to increase disproportionately more. The pure supply costs can quite well be linear for a certain volume. However, arising malfunctions of the system in the form of congestion owing to a large transport volume, or rising costs resulting from increasing land use for transport purposes, may cause increasing marginal costs of supply. Moreover, significant increases in marginal costs can be expected from the external effects caused by freight transport, notably for air pollutants and noise nuisance in conurbation or for radiative forcing.

As a result, marginal costs of freight transport may quite well exceed its marginal benefits, which means that the net benefits of freight transport become negative if the adverse side-effects are taken into account. However, freight transport tends to grow beyond such a borderline as long as suitable policies which allow for a proper internalisation of the caused external costs are
not in place. From this point of view the notion that demand for freight transport is intangible in character seems to be rather flawed.

5  

Is Freight Transport always Necessary?

In traditional economic thinking demand for products and services that becomes real in market transactions at prices determined by the market mechanism reveals the given preferences of consumers or the carefully taken decisions of commercial actors and is considered as being intangible in character. From such a perspective it appears to be unreasonable to question the volume or structure of a given demand. However, examples like demand for drugs or weapons clearly indicate that demand for goods and services cannot be considered as being intangible, but remain within the domain of what needs to be determined by society beyond what is taken into account during market transactions. Even though freight transport is not fully comparable to the aforementioned examples, it may be evaluated differently depending on its volume and structure, and its contribution to negative side-effects on society and the environment. From such a point of view it is insufficient to consider demand for freight transport as given.

While trends in personal travel and freight transport seem to be on similar growth paths, the reasons for growth differ substantially. In case of personal travel there are plenty of situations when transport is not a means but more an end in itself. This is particularly true for vacation trips which are mainly undertaken for sightseeing purposes. Sometimes, even driving a car without having the slightest idea where to go (cruising) is a leisure activity. Although the purpose of most personal travel is to reach a particular location which is suitable for a certain activity, a considerable share of trips is not even related to such activities. Furthermore, there are various complementary needs associated with car use, like representation of social status, addiction to high speeds etc., which don't have anything to do with getting around from location A to place B.

In the case of freight transport this looks rather different. It will hardly be possible to find cases comparable to the ones mentioned for personal travel in which freight transport is largely performed for its own sake. Normally a shipment of goods is demanded because the goods are needed at a certain place for end use or because they are to be processed further at this place. Moreover, specific features of transport like the mode of transport and in particular the type of vehicle used, are considered by companies which demand the shipments as being extremely unimportant as long as their goods arrive undamaged at a predetermined location and time. Thus, at first glance, freight transport appears to be governed by more rationality than one may find for personal travel. Taking a deeper look at what happens in freight and what may be unreasonable in freight growth, reveals that freight transport can be questioned in particular
cases and for several reasons. The following examples highlight certain cases but are not intended to give a complete overview.

Firstly, if consumers ask for products from distant places which are also produced in their region at comparable or even better quality and lower prices, long distance freight transport seems to be rather superfluous. An example of this is Mexican beer that to a certain extent has become popular in Germany, a country which is famous for its tradition in brewing a large variety of high quality beers. What is essentially being done in this case is to ship a bottle containing mainly water over a large distance to a place where there already are plenty of bottles and water. However, Germans who buy and drink such a beer at relatively high prices do so because they want to give themselves a certain image that is associated with drinking a beer that was brewed in Mexico and not, for example, in Bavaria. In this respect, the scope of similar products being consumed which are differentiated only regarding their particular image that fits to a certain kind of life-style is an important feature. Even though today's production techniques allow for a larger variety of products, product differentiation tends to make production more costly as long as it is not shifted to a more centralised production plant to allow for economies of scale. Unfortunately, more centralised production in most cases will only be possible at the expense of higher freight transport activity. Thus, although still a lot of people have never thought about it, personal habits and consumption patterns are important determinants of the volume of freight transport activity.

Secondly, freight transport may result from particular regulations and subsidies which are aimed at achieving other objectives but—as a side-effect—generate a substantial volume of freight. An example of such regulations are those in the European Union which limit the production of specialities of certain regions to these regions if the name of the region is intended to be used as part of the brand name (EC, 1992; 1996a; 1996b; 1997). This might make sense for products like special wines where the grapes are grown on soils with particular physico-chemical properties and in a very special micro climate which give the wine tastes and smells that cannot be achieved at any other place. But this is completely unreasonable for products that may easily be produced according to the same recipe in any other place. But this is completely unreasonable for products that may easily be produced according to the same recipe in any other region.

An example of this that has become quite famous is the Parma ham, which is exclusively produced in the Italian town, Parma, and which many consumers in Europe like for its particular taste. Although companies from Parma may easily be able to set up production plants in other European countries to prepare and smoke the ham in exactly the same way, they are not allowed to do so and sell it using the name Parma ham afterwards. As a consequence, pigs from, for example, Germany or the Netherlands are transported across the Alps for supplying the production of Parma ham and, as such, partly come back again to the parts of Europe situated north
of the Alps. The reason for this is that the regional supply of pigs in Parma falls short of regional demand, plus that for Parma ham all over Europe.

Thus, regulations which are intended to protect regional specialities based on a characteristic recipe that in principle can be reproduced anywhere, unnecessarily restrict the location of plants for producing these goods. As soon as such products have become popular on a wider geographic scale, a considerable volume of freight transport is induced that is not essential from a macroeconomic point of view. In such cases, like the Parma ham, the particular properties of which are not bound to the place of its production but to producing it according to a specific recipe, measures similar to patents may be more appropriate to look after the interests of the companies involved in production.

The mentioned list of protected regional specialities currently comprises 401 products stemming from various member countries of the European Union. With at least one other product there seems to be evidence that some additional freight transport arises from its production: mozzarella cheese, which is also fairly popular in Europe and is included in the list of products (Short, 1995). It would require further research to find out how many other products included on the list are similar to the Parma ham and how much additional freight transport is caused by that. Whether or not subsidies in the European Union which are not directly aimed at the transport sector constitute additional incentives for freight transport, is also an interesting issue but has not yet been explored to date.

Thirdly, economic integration and intensified spatial division of labour allows profit to be made from marginal differentials in costs of productive resources which results in more freight transport. This mainly refers to natural resources and labour. As long as the substantial negative external effects of freight transport are not internalised and, therefore, are not taken into account by commercial decision makers, then economically inessential freight transport and an inefficient allocation of resources will result.

However, economic integration may also cause a more intense division of labour in regions along borders which were formerly impossible or costly to cross, and thus may partly contribute to reducing the volume of freight transport activity by substituting short distance international for long distance inland hauls. Notwithstanding this, economic integration on balance can be expected to give rise to further expansions in freight. Thus economic integration may be beneficial, but not if increased efficiency is offset by the direct costs associated with it, plus the external effects that result from the induced volume of additional freight transport activity (Neumann, Pastowski, 1994).

It is self-evident that the examples given above are not intended as proof for the hypothesis that freight transport is superfluous in general. Nevertheless, they provide some evidence for ques-
tioning the volume of freight transport that has developed in industrialised countries for several reasons. In order to assess the situation in various countries it is necessary to take their specific conditions (e.g. population density, urbanisation, spatial availability of resources) into account. However, there are cases in which freight transport will be inevitable or useful even if the overall environmental consequences are taken into account.

Freight transport may be the only way to ensure access to natural resources which are essential for human beings but which cannot be provided in the vicinity of settlements. Moreover, economies of scale in production may be based on higher efficiency in the use of natural resources that is so tremendous that sacrificing a certain amount of natural resources for additional freight transport can be justified. Notwithstanding this, taking a look at today’s situation in freight transport reveals that only a minor share can be based on such basic considerations. Therefore, it can be stated that we will not be considerably worse off if freight transport is reduced.

6 Decoupling Economic Development and Freight

Decoupling of economic development and freight transport activity is something that has not been observed so far and is, therefore, a rather unusual concept. However, what has been presented so far in this paper clearly hints at the overriding importance of addressing freight transport demand for curbing its unwanted side-effects. Work to date on the issues involved has hardly tried to figure out how far reducing transport activity offers potentials to curb unwanted side-effects. Even in such pieces of scientific literature which clearly advocate to reduce the negative side-effects of freight, there is no mention of restraining freight transport activity as a means to accomplishing this objective (U.S. OTA, 1994, Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 1994, O’Rourke, Lawrence, 1995, Michaelis et al., 1996), or it is handled with substantial scepticism (Kohlhaas et al., 1994, Schipper et al., 1997). Thus, reducing the freight transport intensity of the economy and, even more, introducing restraints upon the overall volume of freight transport activity as a means to attenuate emissions of greenhouse gases and to cope with other environmental consequences of freight, have remained to be a terra incognita. The main reason for this is that a reduction in freight transport activity is believed to be necessarily associated with losses in productivity, competitiveness and economic growth.

However, there is some work on the influence of spatial production, sourcing and distribution concepts on the volume of freight transport which advocates more proximity in the economic process through an orientation that is more focused on the region as an economic entity (Böge, 1995; Hesse, 1996). Several studies carried out on behalf of the Enquete Commission of the German Bundestag “Protecting the Earth’s Atmosphere” on the influences of spatial structures
on freight transport activity hardly touched the core issue (Baum et al., 1994), or concentrated on current trends in the production of some high quality products for which proximity of suppliers and major companies may be important to allow for intensive face-to-face communication in order to reduce transaction costs (Gleich et al., 1994). However, the latter business relationships cover only a limited part of the whole economic process, and business of that kind makes up only a minor share of the economy since many markets are dominated by price competition.

The examples given in section 5 of what currently happens in freight transport have demonstrated that a certain share of today's volume of freight transport activity results from inadequate regulations, or will be considered as being economically inefficient if the full costs are taken into account. Thus the question arises as to whether it is possible to identify major potentials which allow to economise on freight transport in the various sectors of the economy in order to reduce the negative environmental impacts caused by freight.

The following enumeration of options for decoupling of economic development and freight transport activity is preliminary in character and not necessarily complete. It is obvious that the quantitative potentials of each of these fields of action differ for the various sectors of the economy and different products. Moreover, it is clear that optimising the processes involved cannot solely be done along the lines of reducing the transport intensity, but needs to take likely trade-offs in other areas into account which are important for the environmental performance of the economy.

Potentials for economising on freight transport activity which are closely related to changing the economic structure to being more environmentally sound in general are (see also Jänicke et al., 1993, Bradel, 1995, Bleijenberg, 1996):

- Increasing the share of supplied parts for production and products for end use which are produced locally or regionally, and reducing the number of spatially separated production stages (the kilometres and the tonnes);

- Reducing the volume of materials which circulate in the economy for a given unit of gross domestic product (the tonnes); and

- Substituting transfer of information for transport of physical products (the tonne-kilometres).

As has been described by the flow model in section 4 the spatial configuration of the different stages of the economic process is crucial for determining how often and how far freight needs to be transported to provide a certain level of access to goods and services for end use. Important structural changes currently taking place mostly hint in the opposite direction than at what might reduce the overall transport intensity of the economy. This notably refers to outsourcing of certain stages of production which is likely to induce additional volume of freight, and to
European or global sourcing which tend to increase the average distance of hauls. However, such trends cannot be taken as being irreversible, rather they are subject to further changes of technology, demand and the general set-up of economic activity.

Increasing the share of products which are produced locally or regionally directly influences freight transport activity. A higher share of products which originate from local production will easily be possible for products of everyday life if there are no physical barriers which exclude producing them in a certain region or which give rise to extremely higher production costs. Good examples of this (at least for countries like Germany) are agricultural products or food-stuffs, and the "well-travelled yoghurt" (Böge, 1995) has become famous for this.

Most world trade in terms of the value of the traded goods consists of intra-industry trade, which is trade in similar industrial products between industrialised countries. Freight transport is often an alternative to producing inside a regional market which may easily be done. Of course we will not see the locally produced micro chip entering the market but there are plenty of products which may be produced more decentralised. It has already been argued that more flexible production technologies being introduced in industrial production may result in production becoming a much more local matter (Bell, Feitelson, 1991). The necessity to change one-way material flows in the economy towards establishing material cycles for environmental reasons (less waste and more recycling) clearly hints at the closer proximity of locations of the different stages in the economic process too.

Reducing the volume of materials which needs to be handled for a unit of gross domestic product in a given period of time significantly influences demand for freight transport. Freight transport to a large extent results from the material intensity of the economy. Thus if we are able to reduce the material requirements of the benefits achieved by physical products, this will give rise to related reductions in freight transport activity. There is evidence that there has been a decline in the material intensity of industrial economies in the past two decades (Adriaanse et al., 1997). However, this did not substantially influence the transport intensity because the average distance of hauls increased during the same period of time.

Moreover, the total material requirement in tonnes quoted in the above cited publication is not fully compatible with the volume of freight in tonnes. On the one hand, not all material included in the calculation of the above cited publication is moved in a way that fits the definition of freight transport, which, for instance, does not include movement of materials on sites used for extracting resources (e.g. covering material or overburden in mining). On the other hand, a certain volume of material can quite well be shipped several times in the economic process (as primary raw material, processed material etc.), thus contributing disproportionately to transport activity in tonnes (McKinnon, Woodburn, 1996). Notwithstanding this, dematerialisation of the
economy, besides reducing resource use, can serve a great deal to curb the transport requirements associated with the economic process.

Besides frugality, which might restrain economic growth and related freight transport, the main strategies for dematerialisation are (Giarini, Stahel, 1993):

• Increasing the intensity of the utilisation of a physical product by concepts of shared use (the same quantity of benefits with less units of a product);  
• Increasing the durability of a physical product or its components (more benefits per unit of product);  
• Reducing the material requirements of a given product (less volume of materials for the same product); and  
• Designing products in a way that enhances remanufacturing and recycling (reuse of components and materials for the same or other products).

Shared use and intensification of shared use of infrastructures, buildings, cars etc. allows the same benefits to be achieved from their utilisation with smaller quantities of these items in use. As long as the increased intensity of utilisation does not reduce life expectancy proportionately or shared use itself generates substantial additional passenger or freight transport, it will be simultaneously beneficial in terms of reducing the volumes of materials circulating in the economy and in decreasing related freight transport.

Increasing product durability will work particularly well in the case of products which are not subject to major technological changes (e.g. furniture). Another option is designing products in a way that enhances the potential for technological upgrading without all components of the product becoming obsolete (e.g. computers) (Haake, 1996). Increasing energy efficiency in general and substituting regenerative primary energy carriers for fossil fuels is another example of how the material intensity may be substantially reduced while at the same time reducing the volume of freight transported. Moreover, transport of fossil energy carriers is to a considerable extent the result of transport energy use and is, therefore, likely to shrink with transport activity and increased energy efficiency in the transport sector (Dalkmann, 1997). It appears that reducing the material intensity and the transport intensity of the economy are to some extent mutually reinforcing.

Substituting transfer of information for transport of physical products may be another alternative. In principle this can be done in the case of all products where consumers are mainly interested in their information content and not their physical properties. For example, no one really needs a video cassette for watching a particular movie which is not available on TV, provided the movie can be distributed electronically to the household (video on demand). Similar distri-
bution techniques are imaginable for products like telephone directories, encyclopaedias, magazines etc. If used in a suitable manner the Internet will serve a great deal to reduce the amount of written material that is delivered physically over the globe (Weizsäcker et al., 1997). This paper will to a considerable extent be delivered via Internet in order to reduce the volume of freight transport that is associated with its distribution. As an added advantage distribution will proceed faster than by normal mail.

How far the aforementioned potentials for decoupling of economic development and freight will become reality as a result of a business-as-usual course of action, is rather uncertain. Based on data of past and current trends a development in such a direction may be likely to a certain extent in the case of substituting transfer of information for transport of physical products, owing to recent reductions in costs and increases in performance of computers and telecommunication facilities, and the high probability of a continuation of these trends in the foreseeable future. However, a substantial move towards decoupling beyond this appears to be unlikely within such a scenario. Thus, a suitable political framework is necessary to exploit the mentioned potentials to an extent that may significantly contribute to decoupling of economic development and freight. An ecological tax reform may play a key role in such a new framework in that it may simultaneously lift the costs of freight transport nearer to its social costs, and shift the tax burden from labour to primary resources in order to reduce the materials intensity of the economy.

7 Conclusions

Based on the statistical trends of freight transport and on the extensive role of freight for the growing contributions of the transport sector to various environmental problems, the traditional view that demand for freight transport is intangible in character was challenged. It was argued that the evaluation of the economic significance of freight may vary according to its volume and structure, and to the stage of economic development an individual economy has achieved. In order to underscore the variability of the macroeconomic assessment of freight, some examples were given to emphasise that the contributions of a certain share of existing freight to economic efficiency may be negligible or even negative if the external effects of freight are taken into account.

Finally, more proximity in the spatial allocation of production, final demand and waste treatment, as well as reducing the material intensity of physical products and substituting transfer of information for production and distribution of physical products, have been identified as the main potentials which may allow an increased decoupling of economic development and freight transport. However, it cannot be expected that these potentials will be fully exploited as a result
of a business-as-usual development. Rather, it is necessary to change the framework of economic activity in a way that makes alternatives to increased physical transport of goods a viable economic option too. An ecological tax reform that increases the cost of freight and the cost of primary resources in the economic process will play a key role in this respect.

Figuring out the mentioned potentials for decoupling of economic development and freight transport in more detail would be helpful in demonstrating that the notion of everlasting growth in freight transport is misleading. Such research may clearly show that viable alternatives to freight transport are available for numerous cases, which allow the same prosperity and degree of consumer satisfaction to be reached with a considerably smaller freight transport intensity, and are thus more environmentally sound by far.
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